MARIGOLD HEALTH FOODS
Our full range
of delicious, pure
vegetarian
products

Swiss Vegetable Bouillon P O W D E R
Four Varieties. Home, family & catering sizes
UK Celebrity TV Chef Delia Smith says:
“This is without doubt an ingredient that has
revolutionised modern cooking. Before Marigold,
you had to either make your own stock, or resort
to the dreaded chemically flavoured cube.
If there were good ingredient awards, this
would win first prize!”

Green tub (REGULAR)
Red tub (ORGANIC)
Purple tub (LOW SALT)
Grey tub (ORGANIC LOW

Organic Gravy Powder

For those who prefer the convenience of cubes,
we have 3 organic vegan options. Each 72g or
84g pack contains 8 cubes.
MRBC102

MRBC100
MRBC101
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GLUTEN FREE
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YEAST FREE

Now two varieties available of this
increasingly popular vegan savoury
condiment with a cheesy, nutty taste.
Sprinkle on soups, stews, casseroles,
pasta and salads to enhance the flavour.
Brown tub: A rich natural source of B
group vitamins and trace elements.
Yeast flakes in the blue tub also
contain Vitamin B12 and Zinc.
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Just add hot water. 110g tub makes
five 250ml serves. Egg & lactose-free.

Liquid Aminos
All-purpose yeast-free seasoning in a
handy dropper bottle. Contains 17
essential amino acids. Brilliant for stir
fries or savoury dishes.

Swiss Vegetable Bouillon
CUBES
Three Varieties. All Organic. 8-cube pack.

Red pack
Green pack
Purple pack

Engevita Yeast Flakes

DAIRY FREE

An instant stock or tasty seasoning
A natural flavour enhancer
A caffeine-free hot drink
Highly recommended by celebrity chefs

Other Vegan & Vegetarian Products
in the Marigold range
NUT FREE

Marigold Swiss Vegetable Bouillon
POWDER AND CUBES

Braised Tofu
Versatile, ready-to-eat soya delicacy in a
can. Made from yuba (the ‘cream’ of
soya milk). Use hot or cold in salads,
stir fries or casseroles.

Organic Miso Bouillon
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East meets West. Combines organic
soya and barley with vegetables, herbs
and spices to give a western flavour to
miso.

Delicious tasting, purely vegetarian products from
www.marigold-health-foods.com.au tastesgood@marigold-health-foods.com.au
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